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In recent years, a marine protected area has been established on the east coast of the Northern 

region of Madagascar. The seaweed farming was developed in this zone as an alternative 

livelihood for the local community. However, algae are subject to two major diseases: ice-ice 

and epiphytic filamentous algae (EFA). This 4 months study aims at seeing environmental 

factors that contribute to the occurrence of diseases on seaweed farming. Two sites were chosen 

for this study: (i) Site A, Ankirikiriky: 12° 24' 50.8'' South and 49° 32' 20.0’’ East and (ii) Site B, 

Northern Nosy Antendro at 12° 23' 52.5'' South and 49° 32' 14.1’’ East. Environmental 

parameters such as temperature, salinity and current speed were daily recorded. Also, growth rate 

of algae and disease progression were weekly measured. 

The result showed that at site A, current speed, water salinity and temperature were 0,12ms
-1

, 38 

‰ and 22 to 31°C respectively. They were 0,20ms
-1

, 35‰ and 25 to 30°C at site B. Also, at site 

A, algal growth rates were 1.92 to 4.77% day
-1

 and diseases progressions were 4% and 15% 

week
-1

 respectively for ice-ice and EFA. In the other hand, algal growth rates were higher 2.49 to 

4.89% day 
-1

 while diseases progressions were lower (2% and 6% week
-1

 respectively for ice-ice 

and EFA infestation) at site B. Factorial corposant analysis of the results showed that seawater 

temperature was the factor that correlated more with apparition of ice-ice disease while speed 

current and salinity influence EFA infestation. Moreover, correlation analysis showed that both 

ice-ice and EFA diseases present negative impact on the growth of algae (r=-0.501, p=0,024 for 

ice-ice and r=-0.45, p=0,043 for EFAD). 

Thus, environmental parameters such as temperature, salinity and current speed play an 

important role on growth and apparition of disease on seaweed farming. 
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